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Abstract

The discrepancy between global mean temperature series from homogenized radiosondes and temperature series derived from Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) radiances is a long standing problem in upper air climatology.

This paper provides new evidence that the gradual cooling of tropical and global mean lower stratospheric radiosonde temperatures compared to satellite data since the early 1980s is the composite effect of shifts with size larger than 0.5 K in individual radiosonde time series. The breaks have been detected with an automatic method (RAdiosonde OBservation COrrection using REanalyses - RAOBCORE). The differences between satellite products and time series of ERA-40+ECMWF background forecasts (BG) are much smaller, on the order 0.2 K, even on regional (10° × 10°) scales. The warm bias of radiosondes in the 1980s is estimated 0.6±0.2 K in the global mean, and 1.0±0.3 K in the tropical (20°S-20°N) mean for the MSU lower stratosphere (LS) equivalent layer. A similar comparison for MSU-3 (upper tropospheric) layer mean temperatures yielded radiosonde temperature biases of 0.35± 0.1 K in the global mean and 0.5± 0.2 K in the tropical mean in the late 1980s.

RAOBCORE uses the BG data as reference for homogenization. The consistency of the BG with MSU satellite products from 1987 onwards is quite high although it has been created with substantially different algorithms for assimilating the radiances. Only before 1987 some shifts in the global mean have been detected that must be removed before using the BG as reference for homogenization. Due to the better understanding of the background behaviour, the uncertainty estimates for the homogenized radiosonde dataset could be reduced compared to a recent paper on RAOBCORE. The resulting adjusted radiosonde time series are in much better agreement with satellite data than was the case in recent satellite-radiosonde intercomparisons.

At high latitudes sizeable seasonally varying differences between individual radiosondes and satellite data remain after homogenization. These are partly related to seasonal variations of the daytime radiation error, which are not adjusted by RAOBCORE. Still existing
difficulties in capturing during wintertime sudden stratospheric warming (SSW) events in the satellite data, and representation errors (radiosonde point measurement vs. 2.5 degree average) also contribute to the differences.
1. Introduction

Despite much research in upper air observations there is still sizeable discrepancy between layer mean atmospheric temperatures derived from radiances of the Microwave Sounding Unit (MSU) and MSU-equivalent temperatures calculated from radiosonde data (see e.g. Santer et al. 2005; Karl et al. 2006). Mears et al. (2006) suspect that especially the lower stratospheric time series from radiosondes are biased and Sherwood et al. (2005) and Randel and Wu (2006) have described pervasive daytime biases in the tropics. However this evidence has been fragmentary so far and the biases have not been quantified for global or latitudinal belt means.

With the advent of the Integrated Global Radiosonde Archive (IGRA, Durre et al. 2006) and of the so-called ERA-40 analysis feedback dataset (Uppala et al. 2005), amended with the operational European Centre for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) analysis feedback from 2001 onwards, the density of radiosonde datasets has recently been improved. Both datasets reach back to at least 1958 and are input of the RAOBCORE (RAdiosonde OBservations COrrrection using REanalyses) dataset (Haimberger 2007), which contains more than 1000 adjusted radiosonde temperature time series.

The only homogenized radiosonde dataset with comparable station number is the Hadley Centre upper Atmospheric Temperature (HadAT) dataset (Thorne et al. 2005). It is based on the Comprehensive Atmospheric Radiosonde DataSet (CARDS, Eskridge et al. 1995) and is updated with IGRA data (McCarthy et al. 2006). The so-called "radiosonde atmospheric temperature products for assessing climate" (RATPAC, Free and Seidel 2005) is based on much less (ca. 80) radiosonde stations. A crude intercomparison of these three datasets in terms of global and tropical belt means can be found in Christy and Coauthors (2007), where they appear quite consistent, except in the lower stratosphere in the satellite era, where RATPAC and HadAT dataset show stronger cooling. A more detailed intercomparison is left for the future. Here we focus on the comparison of RAOBCORE-adjusted radiosonde data with MSU and ERA-40 data.
From 1979 onwards the radiosonde data can be compared with MSU brightness temperatures representative for thick vertical layers. We used Remote Sensing Systems (RSS) 3.0 (Mears et al. 2003; Mears and Wentz 2007) and University of Alabama at Huntsville (UAH) v5.1 (v5.2 for LT) (Christy et al. 2003) brightness temperatures representative for the lower stratosphere (LS), mid-troposphere (MT) and lower troposphere (LT). Data from Vinnikov et al. (2006) have not yet been analysed. They show stronger warming trends than any other MT equivalent dataset.

Much less attention has been paid to the MSU3 channel in recent years, because it samples a very thick layer (peak sensitivity at ca. 250 hPa) in the upper troposphere and lower stratosphere. It is referred to as TS layer. Due to the unusual behaviour of the MSU3-radiances on NOAA-9 and due to a data gap in 1986, which is very difficult to handle (Mears et al. 2006; Uppala et al. 2005), TS products are available only from RSS and only from 1987 onwards. However, radiances from this channel are routinely assimilated in climate data assimilation systems such as ERA-40 and have substantial influence on the analysed upper tropospheric temperatures.

Previous studies performed radiosonde data vs. MSU data comparisons only for rather large latitudinal belts (e.g. Lanzante et al. 2003; Seidel et al. 2004; Free and Seidel 2005; Santer et al. 2005) or for relatively small subsets of the available radiosonde dataset (Christy and Norris 2006; Christy and Coauthors 2007; Randel and Wu 2006). This paper presents selected results from a more comprehensive and regionally detailed comparison between MSU and radiosonde datasets.

The radiosonde data basis for this comparison is the RAOBCORE dataset (Haimberger 2007). It contains both the raw radiosonde data as well as the time series homogenized with an automatic algorithm that uses the ERA-40 and ECMWF operational background forecast time series (hereafter referred to as BG) as reference. Haimberger (2007) has shown that the RAOBCORE adjustments make the radiosonde data spatially more consistent and remove most of the artificial trends in the diurnal temperature cycle. The reader is reminded
that the background forecasts are used as reference, not the analyses, since they are better suited for observation bias estimation (Dee 2005).

Despite these merits there has still been relatively large uncertainty in the global mean trends from this dataset on the order of 0.3 K/decade for the LS layer, mainly because for some time periods the BG has been found questionable (Haimberger 2007; Uppala et al. 2005; Trenberth and Smith 2006; Karl et al. 2006). In order to better assess the quality of the BG time series used as reference and thus to better constrain the uncertainties involved in the radiosonde adjustments, a detailed intercomparison between satellite data, radiosonde data and the ERA-40 background has been undertaken.

In the next two sections, the input data and the comparison method are described in some detail. In section 4 some intercomparisons for the MSU LS and TS equivalent layer for individual radiosonde time series are presented. In section 5 global belt mean comparisons are discussed and it is shown how the discrepancy between unadjusted radiosondes and satellite data can be traced back to large breaks detected in the radiosonde time series. Also the effect of some difficulties of the BG dataset in the early 1980s could be quantified. Implications of these results are discussed in section 6.

2. Input data

The following input data have been used for this intercomparison:

- RSS MSU v3.0 data (Mears and Wentz 2007) on the standard 2.5×2.5° lat/lon grid at all available layers (LS, TS, MT, LT).
- UAH MSU v5.1 data (5.2 for LT) (Christy et al. 2003) on the standard 2.5×2.5° lat/lon grid at all available layers (LS,MT, LT). The RSS and UAH temperature datasets have been calculated from the same raw radiance datasets, though with quite different analysis methods. The main uncertainties arise from the connection of data from different satellite platforms which often have rather short overlap time and from the correction of drift effects.
• Homogenized 2m temperatures from HADCRUTv3.0 (Brohan et al. 2006) on a $5 \times 5^\circ$ lat/lon grid. These are needed for calculating MSU MT and LT equivalent layer mean temperatures from BG and radiosonde observations.

• ERA-40/ECMWF background forecasts (BG) and analyses on a $1.25\times1.25^\circ$ lat/lon grid and interpolated to radiosonde stations. The BG used for the period 1979-2000 is the product of a comprehensive data assimilation procedure that uses most available observations, including radiosondes, surface temperatures and satellite radiances. The data for ERA-40 have been assimilated with a 3D-VAR (First Guess at Appropriate Time - FGAT, Uppala et al. 2005) system which is beneficial for assimilation of satellite radiances, especially if there are orbital drifts. The BG temperatures are used at 00GMT and 12GMT, which implies that the background forecasts are started with analyses at 06GMT and 18GMT, when very little radiosonde information is available. Due to the large differences in the assimilation system compared to UAH and RSS it is by no means clear that the resulting temperature time series are consistent with the RSS and UAH satellite retrievals.

From 2001 onwards operational ECMWF background forecasts have been used. These are 12h forecasts gained with a 12h 4D-VAR system. There is still large influence of the satellite observing system.

The fraction of information content coming from radiosondes is relatively small especially in the recent ECMWF-analyses (Cardinali et al. 2004). However, the influence of radiosondes on biases may be larger since the bias correction procedure applied in ERA-40 and in ECMWF operations until early 2006 (Harris and Kelly 2001) heavily relies on comparison with a subset of high quality radiosondes.

• The RAOBCORE dataset (http://www.univie.ac.at/theoret-met/research/raobcore/; Haimberger 2007). The source for RAOBCORE are the IGRA and the ERA-40/ECMWF radiosonde archives. Metadata information could be extracted from
Gaffen (1996) and from the ERA-40 feedback records (Haimberger 2007) which often include the radiosonde type routinely transmitted by many stations.

The homogenized radiosonde data used in this paper (version 1.4) have been generated as described in Haimberger (2007), with the exception that an ERA-40 background correction as described in this paper has been applied only prior to 1987. As will be shown below, the unadjusted BG is quite consistent with satellite estimates after 1987. Only before 1987 some unphysical signals are evident in the BG which need adjustment.

In the RAOBCORE-dataset documented in Haimberger (2007) (version 1.2) the global mean background has been adjusted also after 1987 towards the unadjusted radiosonde dataset. Haimberger (2006) has shown that this adjustment reduces the good consistency of the global and tropical mean BG with the UAH and RSS satellite products after 1987, which is of course undesirable.

3. Comparison method

3.1. Construction of the MSU equivalents.

The radiosonde data as well as the ERA-40/ECMWF operational products are available on standard pressure levels (10, 20, 30, 50, 70, 100, 150, 200, 250, 300, 400, 500, 700, 850 hPa) and are valid for the station location. From these MSU equivalent layer means can be calculated. The necessary weighting functions for the LS, MT and LT layers are the same as used by Thorne et al. (2005). For the TS layer, weighting functions have been provided by C. Mears (pers. comm.).

While the LS and TS layers are insensitive to the Earth’s surface properties (except possibly the TS layer over elevated terrain), the MT and LT equivalent temperatures need surface temperature information for their calculation. HadCRUT3 temperature data have been used for this purpose.

3.2. Construction of anomalies.
MSU equivalent time series have been calculated from radiosonde data and BG data separately for 00GMT and 12 GMT. At least 10 values per month have been necessary to yield a monthly mean value. The RSS and UAH data have been taken as available and can be interpreted as monthly daily means.

The satellite products are available as anomalies with respect to the 1979-1998 climatology and the BG and radiosonde data have been divided into climatologies and anomalies as well. Much care is needed for this task, especially if the time series contain large and highly transient climatological signals such as SSWs and if values are missing. The large amplitude of these warmings (up to 15 K in the anomalies of LS MSU equivalents, Limpasuvan et al. 2004; Charlton and Polvani 2007; Charlton et al. 2007) have the potential to substantially influence the climatologies. Consequently, the climatology of a station at high latitudes with a few January values missing may be quite different from a station with these values, if SSWs occurred in these months. Therefore climatologies and anomalies have been calculated only if at least 15 out of 20 years have been available, and only for those months that have been available in all (MSU, BG and radiosonde) datasets noted above. This procedure guarantees that differences between datasets at individual stations cannot be related to missing monthly data.

3.3. Horizontal interpolation and sampling.

This paper reports about individual station intercomparisons as well as about global scale intercomparisons on a monthly time scale. The radiosonde data and the BG data are valid at the observation locations. The nearest gridpoint with MSU data, which are available on a $2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$ grid, has been used for station by station intercomparisons. The HadCRUTv3.0 data are available only at $5^\circ \times 5^\circ$ resolution. Points on a $2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$ grid have been calculated using bilinear interpolation. This should be accurate enough for the large-scale features considered.

Only radiosonde time series with less than 25 months of missing data in the 27 year period considered have been included in the global and tropical belt mean intercomparisons.
The 24 month threshold is necessary for a stable trend calculation. Fig. 1 shows LS-equivalent trends of all the radiosonde stations that fulfil this criterion.

One problem in comparing radiosonde and MSU data is the uneven distribution of radiosonde data (Free and Seidel 2005). For zonal and global means, we used the following sampling strategy:

- For each $10^\circ\times10^\circ$ gridbox, a gridbox mean temperature has been calculated from the continuous radiosonde time series at 00GMT and 12GMT. For some gridboxes over Europe and China, this is an average over 20 radiosonde time series, for others, it is only one radiosonde time series. No Indian stations have been used.
- For each $10^\circ\times10^\circ$ gridbox, an average MSU brightness temperature has been calculated from those gridpoints that have been nearest neighbour to a radiosonde station.
- Each $10^\circ$ latitudinal belt has 36 such gridboxes with values at 00GMT and 12GMT. These values have been averaged to yield a daily mean zonal belt mean, if at least 2 boxes out of 36 were available. The zonal belt means have been averaged (area-weighted) to yield global means.

4. STATION INTERCOMPARISONS - TWO EXAMPLES

The noise level of difference time series from MSU-equivalent radiosonde temperatures and MSU satellite retrievals is small enough to allow sensible comparisons for individual stations. To illustrate the value of such an intercomparison, two representative examples have been chosen.

Station Bethel (70219, Alaska) has been studied in some detail already by Haimberger (2007). The comparison of MSU equivalent anomaly time series at this station in Fig. 2 complements the description, at least for the satellite period.
Fig. 2 shows differences RSS-RAOBCORE, UAH-RAOBCORE, BG-RAOBCORE and Unadjusted RS-RAOBCORE of the LS- and TS- equivalent layer mean temperature anomaly time series. The time series shown are not time filtered, i.e. unsmoothed monthly mean curves.

It has been decided to plot differences of anomalies and not anomalies themselves since the anomalies at high latitudes are very large (15K) during SSWs. The much smaller differences between the datasets would be hard to spot in a normal anomaly plot.

The fact that the time series in Fig. 2 show differences with respect to RAOBCORE adjusted radiosonde data does by no means imply that this dataset is the most accurate one. This type of plot does, however, (i) stress the difference between datasets that may serve as a reference for radiosonde temperature homogenization (RSS, UAH and BG) and the adjusted radiosonde data. It (ii) clearly depicts the adjustments subtracted by RAOBCORE, which are the differences between unadjusted and adjusted radiosonde time series. One should note that the dark blue curve shows adjustment anomalies. In the most recent part of the time series, the absolute adjustment is zero at Bethel. Therefore one has to shift the dark blue curve upward so that it is zero in 2006 in Fig. 2 in order to see the absolute adjustment.

One can see that the BG data, UAH data and RSS data are in good agreement, compared to the large differences between unadjusted and adjusted radiosonde datasets. A strong annual variation of these three anomalies is evident compared to the adjusted radiosonde anomalies, however. It may have the following reasons:

- Since anomalies are compared, which have been carefully calculated from exactly the same months for all datasets, the variation cannot come from different calculation of climatologies.
- Since a constant annual cycle is filtered by using anomalies, the annual cycle visible in the differences must come from a time-varying annual cycle. One reason for such a behaviour are the strongly varying radiation errors of the radiosondes used at
Bethel (VIZ before 1989, Space Data radiosondes between 1989 and 1995, Vaisala RS80 from 1995 onwards). This problem has been stressed already in Fig. 10 of Haimberger (2007). Inhomogeneities in the annual cycle are not removed by RAOBCORE since only constant adjustments with no annual variation are applied. The similar annual cycles of the RSS-RAOBCORE, UAH-RAOBCORE and BG-RAOBCORE anomaly differences in Fig. 2 indicate that the problem comes from the radiosonde measurements. This is further corroborated by the weaker anomaly differences at 12GMT (nighttime, see panels c) and d) of Fig. 2).

- Representation of SSWs in satellite data may also be a reason. The differences in annual cycles between UAH and RSS products are largest during the winter months, when the SSWs occur. The RSS data show slightly better consistency with BG and radiosondes.

- Representation errors may also contribute to the annual cycle. Whereas the nearest UAH and RSS gridpoint values are used for radiosonde station comparison, the BG values are bilinearly interpolated values from the nearest BG gridpoints. This interpolation is more accurate and is the main reason why the BG comes closest to the adjusted radiosonde time series. In a sensitivity experiment the BG values have first been interpolated to a 2.5/2.5 grid (as are the satellite data) and then the nearest gridpoint value has been used. In this case the annual cycle of the BG minus RAOBCORE differences showed an amplitude very similar to the anomaly differences of the satellite data.

The right panels of Fig. 2 show the differences in trends 1979-2006, also with respect to RAOBCORE-adjusted radiosonde data. In the lower stratosphere the RSS time series is warming at Bethel relative to UAH and BG, which are quite consistent with the adjusted radiosonde dataset. The error bars indicate the sampling uncertainty, not the structural uncertainty. Differences between datasets larger than the error bars are caused by residual biases in at least one of the datasets. The smaller error bars of the BG-RAOBCORE
difference shows that the BG is most consistent with the adjusted radiosonde data. No error bars have been added to the unadjusted radiosonde data since the error is dominated by the large spurious cooling trend due to the breaks in the time series.

Fig. 2-b) and d) show a detailed intercomparison of MSU3 (TS) equivalent time series. This channel has not been used much by climatologists yet because it is affected most seriously by the NOAA-9 problem in 1986 and because it mixes upper tropospheric and lower stratospheric temperature signals. However, this channel has large influence in climate data assimilation systems such as ERA-40. Further it is useful for investigating the strong warming signal in the tropical upper troposphere predicted by most climate models.

The TS product is not available from UAH and is provided by RSS only from 1987 onwards because of the NOAA-9 problem. Again there is a significant annual variation in the anomaly differences due to the changing annual cycle of radiosonde radiation errors at Bethel. Please note that the temperature scale is different in this plot.

The anomaly differences of station Yap (91413, see Fig. 3) in the tropical west Pacific are an example the large temperature biases at several radiosonde stations in the tropics. It has several large breaks during the satellite era in the LS layer. The consistency between BG and RSS/UAH data is again clearly better than the consistency between unadjusted radiosondes and satellite data. The breaks are so large that they can safely be attributed to the radiosonde time series. The treatment of MSU radiances in RSS, UAH and ERA-40 is sufficiently different and the uncertainty sufficiently small to exclude the possibility that these three datasets are affected by a jump in MSU radiances. The adjusted radiosonde time series shows quite reasonable agreement with the satellite and ERA-40 bg datasets. Similar large breaks can be found at other tropical stations, e.g. 91348, 91592, 91958. Below it is shown that the combined effect of these large breaks explains the much stronger cooling trend in tropical mean temperatures derived from radiosondes. In the TS layer, the picture is similar, although not quite as clear.
Plots as shown in Figs. 2 and 3 are available in the internet (http://www.univie.ac.at/theoret-met/research/RAOBCORE) for more than 600 radiosonde stations for which climatologies could be calculated. They allow a systematic station by station evaluation of the discrepancies between the different datasets and are available also for the MT and LT layer.

5. Global scale comparison of layer mean temperatures

In this section the various temperature time series 1979-2006 are compared using global maps of trends at individual stations and global belt mean time series.

Fig. 1 shows LS equivalent temperature trends 1979-2006 for the unadjusted and adjusted radiosondes. One can see the improved spatial trend homogeneity achieved with RAOBCORE also for daily mean time series. The adjusted trends are spatially not as homogeneous as the RSS and UAH trends (not shown; maps are available at the UAH, RSS and RAOBCORE web sites) but the pattern becomes quite similar, with the strongest cooling in the subtropics and weaker cooling in the tropics.

Zonal mean trends 1979-2006 as plotted in Fig. 4 for the LS layer show that the RAOBCORE adjustments bring the radiosonde trends into good agreement with satellite and BG data, with the exception of the data-sparse southern extratropics and the very highest latitudes. The lower panel shows observation coverage i.e. number of stations per 10° latitude belt and the number of 10° × 10° gridboxes which contain at least one radiosonde time series that meets the data availability criteria specified above.

While the maps give an impression of the spatial homogeneity of the data, the global temporal homogeneity is best examined in terms of difference time series of large scale means. We concentrate on the tropics (20S-20N) and on global means. Fig. 5 shows global mean anomalies with respect to 1979-1998 for the LS and TS layers. These are well known in principle but they include the ERA-40 bg and the RAOBCORE-adjusted radiosonde time series. O

The trends of adjusted radiosonde datasets and satellite data and BG differ by 0.1 K/decade, whereas the trend difference between unadjusted radiosonde and satellite data is 0.4 K/decade.
The figure contains also time series of the RSS, UAH, BG datasets and of the ERA-40+ECMWF analysis (AN) with full data coverage (open diamonds). One sees that ERA-40 background and analyses show very similar trends, with slightly more negative values for the analyses.

In order to see more detail, the global and tropical mean anomaly difference time series with respect to the homogenized radiosonde time series are plotted in Figs. 6 and 7 in the same manner as for the individual stations above. The global anomaly differences in Fig. 6 show the noticeable warming of the RSS MSU and BG data in LS and TS layer compared to UAH, and adjusted radiosondes. The dark blue line shows the strong adjustment applied by RAOBCORE in the early 1980s which is gradually reduced as radiosondes have improved. Note again that these are adjustment anomalies. In 2006 the absolute adjustments are practically zero.

In the following the discussion will focus on the tropics. The temporal consistency of radiosonde time series, especially at higher altitudes, has been questioned by several authors (Sherwood et al. 2005; Randel and Wu 2006; Mears et al. 2006) but the results were limited to a subset of the available data and the attempts to homogenize data were insufficient.

One can see that the differences between adjusted radiosonde data, MSU data and BG are less than 0.2 K almost everywhere in this unsmoothed monthly time series in Fig. 7. This consistency is remarkable given the quite different genesis of the plotted data. An exception are the most recent anomalies in 2006 which are quite different between BG and the other datasets. The reason is the profound change in the ECMWF operational assimilation system that has taken place in February 2006 (Untch et al. 2006)

The difference between unadjusted and adjusted radiosonde time series, however, is large and systematic, for the TS and even more so for the LS layers. The difference curve summarizes the effect of all adjustments applied by RAOBCORE on the tropical radiosonde time series, which explains why it is now a relatively smooth curve in contrast to the station time series. The difference between the dark blue curve in 2006 minus the dark blue curve

(see table 1 below).
in the 1980s is the RAOBCORE estimate for the bias of the radiosonde observations in the 1980s. It is 1 K in the tropics and 0.6 K globally in the LS layer. It is 0.5 K in the tropics and 0.4 K globally in the TS layer.

The differences alone do not imply that the satellite and BG data are right and the radiosondes are biased. One could still argue that the differences have been generated by many too liberal homogeneity adjustments that simply draw the radiosonde time series to the BG time series.

However, Fig. 8 shows that the differences between unadjusted and adjusted radiosonde temperature anomalies are the composite effect of adjustments of large (>0.3 K) breaks at individual radiosonde sites. In the LS even the very large (>0.5 K) adjustments explain most of the effect on trends. Such break sizes are larger than any uncertainty estimate for the MSU and BG and are also larger than any differences found between these time series. The break sizes have been estimated by RAOBCORE but also from difference time series between RSS/UAH MSU data and unadjusted radiosonde data using the same time intervals for estimating the break sizes as RAOBCORE. The resulting difference show only a slightly weaker trend, if satellite data are used as reference instead of the BG. There is little reason to doubt the overall accuracy the temperatures derived from MSU radiances (despite some difficulties), since they have been assimilated with quite different method and nevertheless led to similar time series. There is good reason to question the homogeneity of radiosonde time series, given the large breaks detected in individual station time series, especially if there are known changes in instrumentation. This is the case for most large breaks.

We consider this as proof that a large fraction (at least 75%) of the differences between radiosonde and satellite trends in the LS layer are attributable to problems with radiosondes in the 1980s. Only in the early 1980s there is a peak in the RAOBCORE adjustments that is not supported in this magnitude by RSS and UAH. It may be caused by slightly too cool global mean BG values at this time that have not properly been adjusted before
homogenization. The fact that the adjustments in Fig. 8 estimated from the UAH and RSS data are 0.1-0.2 K weaker in the early 1980s than the RAOBCORE estimates may be an indication of this problem. On the other hand the trends from the adjusted radiosonde time series are still more towards cooling than those from satellite time series, which suggests that the adjustments may be still too weak. Therefore we take the difference of 0.2 K as measure for the structural uncertainty involved in the adjustment process and thus of the bias estimates for the early 1980s given above.

The results are qualitatively similar but not as clear for the TS layer (Fig. 7-b and 8-d). There is only one MSU dataset (RSS) available from 1987 onwards and the differences between adjusted radiosondes, RSS and BG are larger. Trends from RSS TS data are more towards warming than the BG and radiosonde data. Shifts between the RSS and the BG noticeable in 1995 and 2003. Therefore there is currently more uncertainty involved in the satellite and BG estimates relative to the radiosonde estimates than is the case for the LS layer. Nevertheless the still large size of the radiosonde adjustments suggest that the radiosonde temperatures in the TS layer in the early 1980s are at least 0.4 K too warm in the tropics. It is interesting to note that both satellite data and BG support the composite mean upward adjustment of tropical mean radiosonde temperatures in the TTS layer in 2002.

RSS does not provide a TS product before 1986 but it is possible to construct a TS equivalent time series from both radiosondes and ERA-40 background. In order to analyse the difficulties involved in assimilating MSU3 data in 1986, we have plotted the tropical temperature anomaly differences gained with two versions of RAOBCORE. In version 1.4 (Fig. 7) that has been used throughout this paper, the global mean background temperature time series has been adjusted as described in Haimberger (2007) before 1987, as has been done in all other plots shown in the present paper.

In the second version (v1.3, Fig. 9), no ERA-40 background adjustment has been applied at all. In this figure one sees a large spurious wiggle in the BG temperature
anomaly difference in 1986 and a suspicious cool anomaly of the BG relative to radiosondes and satellite data between 1980 and 1984. These breaks are likely attributable to problems in the assimilation of MSU3 and Stratospheric Sounding Unit (SSU) radiances in ERA-40 (Santer et al. 2004; Uppala et al. 2006). Especially the assimilation of the year 1986 has brought all reanalyses systems to their limits. Little overlap and large gradual changes in MSU radiances have led to inaccurate bias estimates from static satellite bias correction schemes (Harris and Kelly 2001) in ERA-40. Results with adaptive bias correction schemes (Dee 2005; Auligné and McNally 2006) give hope for more accurate bias estimates under such circumstances.

The wiggle in the uncorrected BG in 1986 can trigger some spurious break detections in RAOBCORE, if it is not adjusted. This can be seen from dip around 1985/86 in the unadjusted minus adjusted radiosonde time series (blue curve in Fig. 9) which appears unrealistic.

Fig. 7 shows that the wiggles in the BG have been efficiently damped in version 1.4. Also the dark blue composite adjustment time series more realistic, with a monotonic decrease around 1986. Despite the uncertainty involved in adjusting this wiggle, the large overall decrease in this difference in the TS layer throughout the 1980s and 1990s can still be attributed mainly to large (>0.3 K) breaks in the radiosonde time series. This may be seen also from Fig. 8-d.

6. TRENDS FOR ZONAL BELT MEANS

The detailed comparison between satellite data, BG and adjusted radiances has convinced us that the BG time series is quite consistent with satellite products from 1987 onwards in the LS and TS layers and that it should not be adjusted in the global mean towards unadjusted radiosondes after 1987. An exception is the inhomogeneity in the BG recently introduced in by a large system upgrade at ECMWF in February 2006, which will be adjusted using pre-operational test data available from ECMWF.
The additional knowledge about the performance of the ERA-40 bg relative to datasets derived from MSU radiances has resulted in reduced uncertainty estimates for the RAOBCORE-adjusted radiosonde trends compared to Haimberger (2007). The uncertainties in the global and tropical mean trends from RAOBCORE adjusted data are likely below 0.1 K/decade in the MT and LT layers. This value has been found from bootstrapping the global belt mean time series and from the difference between UAH, RSS, BG and RAOBCORE layer mean trends. In the TS and LS layers the uncertainty is considered larger, on the order 0.15 K/decade.

Table 1 summarizes trends from LS, TS, MT and LT equivalent layers, where MT and LT equivalents have been calculated with HadCRUTv3 (Brohan et al. 2006) surface temperature data.

In general there is very good agreement between RAOBCORE-adjusted data and UAH/RSS data. In particular in the LS and TS layer it comes closer to these two datasets than any other homogenized radiosonde dataset (see also Karl et al. 2006; Christy and Coauthors 2007). In the MT layer the RAOBCORE trends are between RSS, BG and UMd (Vinnikov et al. 2006; not listed) trends and UAH trends. In the LT layer there is good agreement between all datasets.

The vertical trend profile from RAOBCORE radiosonde time series for the global mean and the tropical belt mean is shown in Fig. 10. These show a minimum in the RAOBCORE-adjusted temperature trends in the 500/700 hPa layer and a maximum around 300 hPa. The maximum in 200-300 hPa in the tropics seems moderate, at least it is only slightly stronger than the surface or 850 hPa trends. Thus they are broadly consistent with thermodynamic arguments put forward by Santer et al. (2005); Held and Soden (2006). The minimum in 500-700 hPa, although it occurs also in other radiosonde datasets ((Thorne et al. 2005)), may not be a robust feature, since it is absent if the trend period is restricted to 1987-2006.
Concerning the new TS data included in this intercomparison: They show slight warming, except in the southern extratropics. The trends are weak in general since they are influenced by both cooling stratosphere and warming troposphere. The RSS TS v3.0 product shows more warming than BG and adjusted radiosonde data. The RAOBCORE-adjusted data show almost neutral trends in the tropics. The necessity of radiosonde temperature bias adjustment for this layer is also clearly visible from table 1, since the unadjusted global TS trends are ca. 0.25K/decade cooler than both RSS and BG.

7. Conclusions and Outlook

Haimberger (2007) has introduced the RAOBCORE method and proved its ability to improve spatial trend consistency and to eliminate spurious changes in the day-night temperature differences but has put little emphasis on the effect on global trends.

This paper has focused on daily mean time series and their trends in the lower stratosphere and upper troposphere. It has documented some new evidence of large systematic tropical mean radiosonde temperature biases in the mid-1980s on the order of 1 K in the LS equivalent layer. This bias compared to MSU satellite data has been substantially reduced until the early 1990s with better radiation shielding and better temperature sensors. While the reduction of the bias appears gradual in the tropical or global mean, it is mainly caused by large and systematic shifts towards cooler temperatures at individual radiosonde sites, which often coincide with station metadata events.

The alternative explanation for this change - gradual changes of biases in MSU satellite data - can be excluded, since these would be visible as gradual changes in satellite minus radiosonde time series at most stations, which is not the case. In this sense we speak of evidence although it is not based on agreed transfer standards (Thorne et al. 2005).

Apart from the global belt means, individual station time series at high latitudes have been studied in some detail to see how sudden stratospheric warmings are represented in the various datasets. It has been found that the satellite data still have substantial deviations from the adjusted radiosonde time series, which can be traced back partly to
intraseasonal variations of the radiation error, that has not been adjusted by RAOBCORE, partly to representation errors, and partly to problems in the assimilation of such abrupt temperature changes by the various assimilation schemes.

While this paper has provided new evidence for the large stratospheric radiosonde temperature bias in the 1980s and the ability of RAOBCORE to adjust this bias, one may criticize that the adjustment method is neither independent of satellite data nor independent of radiosonde data to be adjusted. It would be desirable to adjust the breaks in radiosonde time series using neighbouring radiosondes only, as done by Thorne et al. (2005); McCarthy et al. (2006), since then a dataset without reference to MSU data could be created. The latter have performed several ensemble experiments with an automated homogenization method based on neighbour intercomparison. Their results indicate that it is already challenging to remove only half of the biases in a radiosonde network that have been artificial added to a reference without complete metadata documentation. Sperka et al. (2007) have developed an adjustment method that uses temporally homogeneous parts of neighbouring radiosonde time series. The homogeneous parts have been defined as the time series between breakpoints gained with RAOBCORE. The resulting adjustments are only slightly weaker than the adjustments presented here. With increasing knowledge of the breakpoints of radiosonde time series it may be eventually possible to verify the bias estimates that we have gained here with a pure radiosonde dataset.

During some periods the BG is questionable and Haimberger (2007) developed a method for adjusting the global mean BG towards the unadjusted radiosondes, but left it open when it should be applied. Because of the good consistency of the satellite-equivalent ERA-40 (Uppala et al. 2005) background (BG) temperatures with MSU satellite data found in this paper after 1986, there is good reason leave the BG uncorrected after 1986. Between 1979 and 1986 the BG has some shifts and the comparison of satellite-equivalent BG temperatures with satellite-equivalent radiosonde time series has proven remarkably efficient in revealing problems with a particular channel, such as TS in 1986. Therefore the global mean BG has
been adjusted towards the unadjusted radiosondes prior to 1987. This step also improved the consistency with UAH and RSS MSU data during this period.

In order to estimate the uncertainty of the RAOBCORE adjustments we have used not only the BG as reference for homogenization of MSU equivalent layer mean temperatures but also tried the UAH and RSS MSU datasets. This consistency check yielded almost identical homogeneity adjustments and therefore relatively small uncertainty. Although it seems now possible to use UAH and RSS data for radiosonde homogenization, the BG remains the reference of choice since it has much better (1.12° or better) horizontal resolution, much better (60+ levels) vertical resolution and also much better temporal (6h) resolution than the MSU datasets. Moreover the BG reaches back to 1958 and may be extended backward in principle.

Christy and Coauthors (2007) have recently presented a comparison of satellite and radiosonde data from 1957 onwards and RAOBCORE shows the best consistency of all radiosonde datasets with satellite data. There is also good consistency between the HadAT and the RAOBCORE dataset before 1979.

The RAOBCORE dataset is assimilated in the ERA-Interim reanalysis (Uppala 2007; Simmons et al. 2007). A comparison between an assimilation run with radiosonde bias correction using RAOBCORE adjustments and without bias correction in the year 1989 shows that the mean radiosonde temperature background departures in the upper troposphere and stratosphere up to 10 hPa are substantially smaller if RAOBCORE-adjusted data are used. The number of rejected observations is substantially reduced, especially in the tropics. The impact on the resulting analyzed temperatures is on the order 0.2 K in the upper troposphere and stratosphere, which is certainly not negligible when trying to calculate trends from reanalysis data. In earlier years, when data from only one or no polar orbiting satellite were available, the impact on the analysis is presumably larger. Especially in the tropics, a cool bias in the upper tropospheric radiosonde measurements may even cause artificially increased precipitation in reanalyses (Held and Soden 2006). We conclude
that it is no longer state of the art to assimilate unadjusted radiosonde temperature data after 1958.
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**Figure 1:** Decadal temperature trends at radiosonde stations for period 1979-2006, derived from raw data (upper panel) and data homogenized with RAOBCORE (lower panel). Trends are 00+12GMT averages if both time series are available, otherwise they are derived from either 00GMT or 12GMT ascents. 400 stations have complete enough time series (at least 25 out of 27 years of data up to the 30 hPa level).

**Figure 2:** Time series of monthly mean MSU LS/TS equivalent temperature anomaly differences RSS-RAOBCORE (labelled RSS, red), UAH-RAOBCORE (UAH, orange), RAOBCORE-RAOBCORE (RAOB, zero line, light blue), unadjusted radiosonde data-RAOBCORE (RS, dark blue) and BG-RAOBCORE (BG, green) for radiosonde station Bethel (70219). Panels a,b: 00GMT, panels c,d: 12GMT. Error bars are 5% and 95% percentiles of trends of anomaly differences, gained by bootstrapping the regression (Lahiri 2003).

**Figure 3:** Time series of monthly mean 00GMT MSU LS/TS temperature anomaly differences RSS-RAOBCORE (red), UAH-RAOBCORE (orange), BG-RAOBCORE (green) and unadjusted data-RAOBCORE (dark blue) for radiosonde station Yap (91413).

**Figure 4:** Zonal mean LS-equivalent temperature trends 1979-2006. RAOBCORE, unadjusted RS, MSU RSS and MSU UAH have been calculated from $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$ box means where at least one radiosonde station was available. MSU RSS all and MSU UAH all have been created with full data coverage. Lower panel shows number of radiosonde station used per $10^\circ$ latitude belt (stars, left axis), and number of grid boxes with data (triangles, right axis, maximum possible value: 36).

**Figure 5:** Time series of global mean MSU LS/TS equivalent temperature anomalies from RSS (red), UAH (orange), adjusted radiosondes (RAOB, light blue), unadjusted radiosondes (RS, dark blue), BG (green) and ERA-40+ECMWF analyses (An, violet). In the right panels the decadal trends 1979-2006 are plotted in the respective colors. Full diamonds are trends from data subsampled at radiosonde stations, outlined diamonds are
trends from data with full-coverage (RSS, UAH, BG and ERA-40+ECMWF analyses only). Error bars have been determined with bootstrap method (Lahiri 2003).

**Figure 6:** Time series of global mean MSU LS/TS anomaly differences RSS-RAOBCORE (red), UAH-RAOBCORE (orange), ERA-40 bg-RAOBCORE (green) and unadjusted radiosonde minus RAOBCORE temperatures (dark blue) and corresponding trend differences in the right panels. All global means are from data subsampled at radiosonde stations.

**Figure 7:** As Fig. 6, but for tropics (20S-20N). The figure has been derived from 42 stations in the Tropics with 25 years of data out of 27 since 1979.

**Figure 8:** Mean effect of radiosonde temperature adjustments in the tropics (20N-20S). The figure in the title is the number of radiosonde stations that have been adjusted. Solid curves show effect of large breaks, dotted curves show effect of small breaks. In panel a) breaks >0.5 K are considered "large", in the other three panels breaks >0.3 K are considered large. While solid curves show a strong systematic effect, the dotted curves contribute relatively little to the total adjustment. Black curves show effect of adjustments estimated by RAOBCORE. Red curves in a) are effect of adjustments calculated from RSS-unadjusted radiosonde differences using the same time intervals. Orange curves in b) have been obtained with same procedure using UAH data. Panel d) shows adjustments estimated with RAOBCORE and RSS for the TS layer.

**Figure 9:** As Fig. 7, but now with anomaly differences with respect to RAOBCORE version 1.3, where the BG has not been corrected before radiosonde adjustment at all, not even before 1987. Note the spurious wiggle in the BG in 1986 especially in the TS layer and the cool BG 1981-1984 in the LS and TS layer. Note also the dip around 1986 in the dark blue radiosonde adjustment time series, which is likely caused by biased adjustment estimates due to the erroneous BG. This dip is absent in Fig. 7, where the BG has been corrected prior to 1987.
Figure 10: Vertical profiles of unadjusted (tm) and RAOBCORE-adjusted (tmcrr) temperature trends for period 1979-2006, a) for global mean, b) for tropical belt (20°S-20°N). Minima of the adjusted profiles in 500/700 hPa layer are absent if trends are calculated from 1987-2006 (not shown). Error bars are 1.64x standard deviation of trends from individual stations in 10° × 10° gridboxes used to calculate the global belt means. RAOBCORE adjusted trends are spatially more consistent, thus the smaller error bars. Structural uncertainty may be larger than indicated.
Table 1: Decadal linear least squares trends in K/decade for latitudinal belts and the globe for the MSU LS/TS/MT/LT layers. RSS= RSS sampled at radiosonde stations, RSS ALL= gridded original RSS data, UAH= UAH sampled at radiosonde stations, UAH all= gridded original UAH data, BG= ERA-40+ECMWF background, with global mean adjustment applied before 1987. UNADJ= raw radiosonde data, ADJ V1.4= RAOBCORE-adjusted data. Sampling uncertainty estimated from belt mean time series with bootstrap method is ±0.1 K/decade for LS, ±0.07 K/decade for TS, ±0.05 K/decade for MT and LT.
Figure 1: Decadal temperature trends at radiosonde stations for period 1979-2006, derived from raw data (upper panel) and data homogenized with RAOBCORE (lower panel). Trends are 00+12GMT averages if both time series are available, otherwise they are derived from either 00GMT or 12GMT ascents. 400 stations have complete enough time series (at least 25 out of 27 years of data up to the 30 hPa level).
Figure 2: Time series of monthly mean MSU LS/TS equivalent temperature anomaly differences RSS-RAOB (labelled RSS, red), UAH-RAOB (UAH, orange), RAOB-RAOB (RAOB, zero line, light blue), unadjusted radiosonde data-RAOB (RS, dark blue) and BG-RAOB (BG, green) for radiosonde station Bethel (70219). Panels a,b: 00GMT, panels c,d: 12GMT. Error bars are 5% and 95% percentiles of trends of anomaly differences, gained by bootstrapping the regression (Lahiri 2003).
Figure 3: Time series of monthly mean 00GMT MSU LS/TS temperature anomaly differences RSS-RAOBCORE (red), UAH-RAOBCORE (orange), BG-RAOBCORE (green) and unadjusted data-RAOBCORE (dark blue) for radiosonde station Yap (91413).
Figure 4: Zonal mean LS-equivalent temperature trends 1979-2006. RAOBCORE, unadjusted RS, MSU RSS and MSU UAH have been calculated from $10^\circ \times 10^\circ$ box means where at least one radiosonde station was available. MSU RSS all and MSU UAH all have been created with full data coverage. Lower panel shows number of radiosonde stations used per $10^\circ$ latitude belt (stars, left axis), and number of grid boxes with data (triangles, right axis, maximum possible value: 36).
Figure 5: Time series of global mean MSU LS/TS equivalent temperature anomalies from RSS (red), UAH (orange), adjusted radiosondes (RAOB, light blue), unadjusted radiosondes (RS, dark blue), BG (green) and ERA-40+ECMWF analyses (An, violet). In the right panels the decadal trends 1979-2006 are plotted in the respective colors. Full diamonds are trends from data subsampled at radiosonde stations, outlined diamonds are trends from data with full-coverage (RSS, UAH, BG and ERA-40+ECMWF analyses only). Error bars have been determined with bootstrap method (Lahiri 2003).
Figure 6: Time series of global mean MSU LS/TS anomaly differences RSS-RAOB CORE (red), UAH-RAOB CORE (orange), ERA-40 bg-RAOB CORE (green) and unadjusted radiosonde minus RAOBCORE temperatures (dark blue) and corresponding trend differences in the right panels. All global means are from data subsampled at radiosonde stations.
Figure 7: As Fig. 6, but for tropics (20S-20N). The figure has been derived from 42 stations in the Tropics with 25 years of data out of 27 since 1979.
Figure 8: Mean effect of radiosonde temperature adjustments in the tropics (20N-20S). The figure in the title is the number of radiosonde stations that have been adjusted. Solid curves show effect of large breaks, dotted curves show effect of small breaks. In panel a) breaks >0.5 K are considered "large", in the other three panels breaks >0.3 K are considered large. While solid curves show a strong systematic effect, the dotted curves contribute relatively little to the total adjustment. Black curves show effect of adjustments estimated by RAOBCORE. Red curves in a) are effect of adjustments calculated from RSS-unadjusted radiosonde differences using the same time intervals. Orange curves in b) have been obtained with same procedure using UAH data. Panel d) shows adjustments estimated with RAOBCORE and RSS for the TS layer.
Figure 9: As Fig. 7, but now with anomaly differences with respect to RAOBCORE version 1.3, where the BG has not been corrected before radiosonde adjustment at all, not even before 1987. Note the spurious wiggle in the BG in 1986 especially in the TS layer and the cool BG 1981-1984 in the LS and TS layer. Note also the dip around 1986 in the dark blue radiosonde adjustment time series, which is likely caused by biased adjustment estimates due to the erroneous BG. This dip is absent in Fig. 7, where the BG has been corrected prior to 1987.

Figure 10: Vertical profiles of unadjusted (tm) and RAOBCORE-adjusted (tmcorr) temperature trends for period 1979-2006, a) for global mean, b) for tropical belt (20°S-20°N). Minima of the adjusted profiles in 500/700 hPa layer are absent if trends are calculated from 1987-2006 (not shown). Error bars are 1.64x standard deviation of trends from individual stations in 10° × 10° gridboxes used to calculate the global belt means. RAOBCORE adjusted trends are spatially more consistent, thus the smaller error bars. Structural uncertainty may be larger than indicated.
Table 1:
Decadal linear least squares trends in K/decade for latitudinal belts and the globe for the MSU LS/TS/MT/LT layers. RSS= RSS sampled at radiosonde stations, RSS ALL= gridded original RSS data, UAH= UAH sampled at radiosonde stations, UAH all= gridded original UAH data, BG= ERA-40+ECMWF background, with global mean adjustment applied before 1987. UNADJ= raw radiosonde data, ADJ V1.4= RAOBCORE-adjusted data. Sampling uncertainty estimated from belt mean time series with bootstrap method is ±0.1 K/decade for LS, ±0.07 K/decade for TS, ±0.05 K/decade for MT and LT.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Acronym</th>
<th>LS</th>
<th>TS 1987-2006</th>
<th>MT</th>
<th>LT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>GL</td>
<td>NH</td>
<td>TR</td>
<td>SH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>RSS ALL</td>
<td>-0.36</td>
<td>-0.35</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAH</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-0.46</td>
<td>-0.39</td>
<td>-0.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UAH ALL</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
<td>-0.38</td>
<td>-0.44</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BG</td>
<td>-0.32</td>
<td>-0.31</td>
<td>-0.25</td>
<td>-0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>UNADJ</td>
<td>-0.72</td>
<td>-0.65</td>
<td>-0.86</td>
<td>-0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ADJ V1.4</td>
<td>-0.40</td>
<td>-0.37</td>
<td>-0.34</td>
<td>-0.43</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>